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on the victory stage as the Shop of the Year at the
SuperConference! This encounter confirmed the fact

that you must recognize the power of vision. In other
words, if you can view it, you can do it!
What is the vision that your employees have for
themselves? Getting them to do a vision board is a
great way to find out. If your people have visibility to
their personal goals, it increases the likelihood of

has pictures of the end zone and of the Super Bowl on their
vision boards!
Looking to motivate your “A”
players, but don’t know where
to start? Email etwiggs@
autotraining.net to receive the
26 Reasons That People Buy
Anything. (Including your
message.)

Under Your Bed? In Your Closet? Or in Your Head?
The Bogeyman of Price Increases Paul Marsh, ATI Coach

			Fear is an all-encompassing thing. It 		
			
grips us in ways that we do not even
			
know we show. Animals sense it easily
			
as do the vast majority of people. It is
			
in the way we speak, our voice 		
			
inflection, our wording, it is in our eyes
			
and in our body language. We do
			
not mean to show it or speak it but we do.

Sam’s Corner
The ATI Way

Fundamental #3: Check the ego at the door
Our own egos and personal agendas must never get in the way
of doing what’s best for ATI. Don’t take challenge personally or
defensively. Being concerned with who gets credit, who looks
good, or who looks bad is counterproductive. Make sure every
decision is based solely on what will best advance ATI’s goals.
—From Mike Bennett, ATI Coach

The fear of raising prices is a very real and valid concern in our industry.
I have heard owners and advisors rail against doing it, and I have heard
them blame raised prices for lost customers. (I would bet that the lack of
confidence in new pricing during presentations is more to blame than
the prices themselves.) When I say it is valid, I mean to say it requires
serious thought. What I don’t mean is that you should fear price increases
if your prices are not reflective of the service, customer experience and
level of experience and expertise of your employees.
What too many of us don’t consider is the cost of acquiring and keeping
exceptional employees and maintaining that level of expertise with
training and updates to equipment. We undervalue the level of service
and customer experience we provide. I could go into countless examples
outside our industry; but an easy enough one is a steak dinner. It’s
cheaper to buy and make (parts house and dealer prices), a little more to
get it at the Outback (the big chains and also-rans), but man do you pay
for it at Ruth’s Chris Steak House. It is the level of service, the experience
of the staff and the finished product that you can be sure is one of the
best steak dinners you can buy.
If you are not offering a “Ruth’s Chris” experience to your customers, why
not? What would it take to be that automotive service provider in your
area? Maybe it’s offering Uber rides to your customer if you do not have a
shuttle. Maybe it’s replacing worn furniture in your waiting room. Adding
a Keurig. Maybe it’s the customer service approach and commitment.
There are many inexpensive things owners can do to increase the
value of the service and improve the customer experience. Consider
improvements when in doubt of price increases.
The truth of the matter is that the fear of raising prices really comes
down to the bogeyman in our heads. If we are confident in the service
and customer experience we
provide and the quality of our technicians,
then we should be confident in raising our
prices to match. We are not selling coffee,
which is bought every day, or even haircuts
which are done monthly or bimonthly. We
are selling maintenance and repairs that
are purchased with much less frequency
and some only once in the time they may
own a given vehicle. What are we afraid
of being compared to?

As I considered this fundamental my initial take was “duh, this
is a no-brainer.” The more I thought about it, though, I realized
that on the surface the statement makes sense, but honestly, I
think if correctly applied EGO is a very powerful tool and
element of success.
The Oxford Dictionary defines EGO as a person’s sense of self-esteem or self-importance. It is true that EGO can be very destructive or disruptive if it manifests as a blind drive toward selfpromotion. Putting your own goals foremost and striving to
prove your worth without consideration of impact or value to
others seems to me to be counter to everything ATI promises.
Check the ego at the door. The more I considered the statement I
began to understand it really is a fine balance: EGO can be considered akin to a gun or a super-power. It can be used for good
or for evil. On its own EGO is rather benign. Just like a gun, it
is how it is used and how it manifests that really determines
impact, good OR bad. Like a gun, EGO is often pigeonholed as
destructive and therefore gets a bad rap. I believe EGO is often
what drives me. EGO and passion are the perfect motivators for
serving our members and the greater good of our associates. I
personally feel that EGO is much of what drives ATI’s success as
a company (as well as the successes of our members).
I found a great article on fastcompany.com relating to Why
Leaders Have a Strong Ego (and that’s a good thing!) [paraphrased]. Yes, you must serve and support and help and encourage. To do that, you must be compassionate and humble. However, before you can do any of those things, you need to develop confidence in yourself—not arrogance, but well-justified faith in your
own abilities (EGO). That takes discovering how you—uniquely—
can support both yourself and other people to go through the
same process, while also demonstrating to others how to make
their own way. Isn’t that what leadership is all about? Experts
who’ve studied how the most effective work cultures develop claim
that a truly purpose-driven company is made up of people who
see what the company does as supporting things they already personally believe in. Without that alignment, it all falls apart.
If self-promotion and arrogance is what drives you, then yes,
by all means Check the EGO at the door. If, however, your EGO
is a vessel for strength, power, commitment and confidence to
serve and promote the greater good, then you just might be
cut out to survive and thrive in this family we call ATI.

Improving Production Efficiencies and Profitability
We tend to spend a lot of time contemplating what to do next to improve
our businesses without looking at what is
happening now. What can we do to make
things move more efficiently or how can we
improve productivity capitalizing on every
potential business possibility we encounter
daily? Have we identified every opportunity on
every job that we have within the store? Have
our people completed everything that they
have the potential of completing, has every task
been completed properly? As we look at our
daily activities around the store we leave about
30 percent of our time, effort and potential on the table. If you think about that
further, using a 10 car per week store, that could be an additional three closed
ROs per week. You can do the math beyond that, but three cars would be a nice
addition to the billed labor hours and overall profitability for most stores.
Drilling down a bit further into this efficiency thought process, what if you
were able to improve your estimating skills by 30 percent? For an average RO
of 19 hours, that would be an improvement of 5.7 hours. There are so many
opportunities in electronics, vehicle construction, fasteners, even pricing your
materials properly. Are we really looking at all aspects of the repair process to
make sure that each opportunity is identified and then documented so that we
can get paid for it?
Let’s look at another area where improvement can be incrementally achieved
with additional focus. Tech production. How efficiently are your technicians
operating? Do you measure? Do you know the formula? What are the areas in
which you might be able to examine, measure and change processes that would
help them to be more productive? What should the target for productivity be?
How do you identify what each technician should be producing and do you
share your business expectations, production expectations with them? Do you
tell them what their productivity means to the business?
Organizing the entire repair facility is extremely important in making sure that
everything that can be done to improve customer service, efficiency, pricing and
productivity has been done. This starts with properly identifying all the tasks that
need to be completed and who is accountable for their completion. The shop
should be broken into segments to make the analysis and the task identification
easier to compile into lists. As this series of articles progresses, each of these will
be explained in detail. A sample of a particular area will be provided to illustrate
how the activities should be followed and how the resulting documents should
flow.
The pre-production area is the first area that will be reviewed for this process.
This is an area that has conflict “built in,” for which resolution has to be quick
and well documented so that clear decisions are clearly justifiable. To better
define what this means, the estimating or blueprinting processes are typically
where “friction” points will exist because of third party payers. It can be caused
by pricing, skill and knowledge gaps, for a variety of reasons resolution has to
occur. Let’s assume for the purposes of this article that all of the typical claim
information, documentation and contact steps have been made and the vehicle
is at the store with a pay assignment or a clear contract of repair with the
customer.
What steps are required to take place to get the vehicle into production?
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

The vehicle has to be scheduled in for the estimate or if not mobile,
brought into the bay for disassembly
Repair authorizations, data acquisition authorizations need to be
signed by the vehicle owner and in the hard file
All of the options must be properly identified to establish the “estimating” requirements by vehicle construction and design including the
testing protocols necessary to establish pre- and post-accident safety
system readiness
A data search must be conducted to identify any particular repair
scenarios that must be followed specific to the platform requirements,
e.g., steels, plastics, other build data
The condition of the vehicle has to be established to ensure that
proper measures are taken to restore it to or make it better than its
prior condition in accordance with the payer’s obligation to the vehicle owner
All electronic pre-sets must be saved either electronically or manually
to ensure that the owner retains their pre-sets

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Keith Manich, Director, Collision Division

Parts requirements agreed to by the vehicle owner must be initialed
and in the hard file relative to aftermarket or other non-OEM parts
The estimator/blueprinter has to cycle the ignition whenever possible
to conduct the “seven-second burn” to check for dashboard-indicated
fault codes for vehicle safety systems. This is in addition to the diagnostic link tests which check for system continuity
Begin disassembly processes
Identify parts that are to be saved and those that will be replaced
Establish repair times for the damaged repairable nonstructural areas
of the vehicle
Establish repair times for repairable structural areas of the vehicle
Determine removal and replacement requirements for glass, including
adequate dry/cure times for adhesives used in replacement required
by FMVSS
Identify refinish requirements for undamaged adjacent panels where
applicable
Identify undamaged part removal and replacement requirements to
accommodate blending procedures as necessary
Determine the length of time necessary to obtain parts
Determine the length of time necessary for repairs (this is start of
repair to conclusion of repair)
Contact vendor(s) to place parts order(s)
Receive parts, validate part order list against parts received to verify
part numbers and part types
Mirror match parts against parts that have been identified for replacement
Create second parts order for corrections when necessary, including
accounting requirements
Identify billable hours for vehicle and day/date for production processing
Place vehicle into production rotation
During production create and supplement billing when needed, also
accompanying parts orders or labor add orders
Contact customer and insurer, as needed, to validate supplemental
billing for review, verification or approval
Update file documentation

All of the individual tasks associated with getting the car into production may or
may not have been listed above. There may be subset tasks that will be identified
as well. This will depend on the level of detail that each individual store owner
might place on particular tasks associated with a process. But as can be seen
in this example, the level of detail is important in that the store owner will be
requiring someone to complete these tasks and holding them accountable for
doing so. Going back to the earlier point about potential “friction” caused within
a particular job assignment, estimating and blueprinting have the most areas
where the decisions can be subjective in some cases. However, subjectivity can
be reduced significantly with documentation. Some in the industry say that the
strategy should be that we need to negotiate in every case. That is not a strategy;
that would be a task. The strategy would be to build consensus through properly
preparing, presenting and discussing the necessary documentation each time
an estimate or blueprint is created. The more thorough and complete the
documentation, the narrower the focus of the discussion becomes. This process
significantly reduces that element of friction through information.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

As we develop the processes and procedures for the 		
store, the long-term strategy should always be the focus of
the tasks associated with the planning and execution for
all activities necessary for repairing the vehicle. This allows
the store owner to build a more predictive production
model which helps them be able to forecast what their
daily, weekly and monthly performance metrics should
be. This is where we begin to take the requirements and
form them into our standard operating procedures (SOPs)
that support the performance metrics.

The task lists are the starting point. Job descriptions are then created that tell
the employees exactly what their roles are in the execution of the tasks and they
begin to get an indication of time frames and performance requirements, which
are more clearly defined in the SOP and accountability measurements. The SOP
then provides the detailed, step-by-step instructions in the execution of the
tasks.

Continued on page 4
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Some key takeaways would be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Have all of the required steps, tasks been identified for the process that is being built?
Does the job description being created for this process provide the detail necessary for the employee to be able to complete the process as expected?
If not, what training will be required to expand the employee’s skill set so that their competency is improved to the necessary level of performance?
Should that additional training be internal or external and what is the cost and potential return on investment (ROI) for the training activity?
Do the standard operating procedures clearly define all steps, performance requirements and time frames necessary to meet production requirements?
If followed, will the task lists, job descriptions and SOPs provide a more efficient production flow resulting in improved production efficiency and profitability?
If not, what additional steps need to be considered to make the SOP adequate for the production needs?
Are the steps, if followed, adequate for the staff to perform to their individual performance expectations?
What review process has been established so that the process can be audited for compliance and corrective action as needed?

The nine takeaways will be looked at individually. Pro and Con lists can be developed which will help in identifying if the takeaway requirements have been met, and if
not what the next steps should be. There will also be additional opportunities to look at other processes within the store to help identify the steps necessary for building a
production compliance model for them individually using the same steps illustrated in this first installment.

